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Additional 
Tips & Hints 
 

Suggestions: Make your listing memorable to buyers! 

 
411. Rent a storage unit (leave only necessary furniture in home to make it appear more spacious) 

412. Pack & label everything from closets and storage that is not needed at the time (place in storage unit)  

413. Pick up a few colored baskets and have each family member put all their bathroom items in a basket (shampoo, 
conditioner, body wash, hairdryer etc.) They keep their baskets in their room until they need them, then after using 
them, bring them back to their rooms. This way your bathroom will stay free of clutter and you do not have to      
remove tons of items from the bathroom before every showing. 

414. Use under-bed storage for clutter (very seldom would anyone look under a bed, good hiding place) 

415. Purchase a single set of bath towels, (incl hand/wash cloth) to put out strictly during showings. Also a set for the 
kitchen (towel, pot holders, dish rag, sponge), these will be for staging only and will stay crisp and clean throughout 
your listing. (new rugs are also a nice touch, you can usually leave them out if you feel they will stay looking nice, 
more inconvenient to switch those out for every showing) 

416. To be safe, its best to remove any prescriptions and valuables during showings and open houses (take them with 
you before showings if you need them on a daily basis, otherwise, remove them from the home while you are      
selling. Realtors can only be in one place at a time and for the most part can make sure nothing bad happens but to 
be cautious, its best to just remove the items.) 

417. Make a list of all the appliances in the house with the age and any other details you’d like to note, of the unit. 
(Furnace, Water Heater, Central Air Unit, Water Softener, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Stove, Microwave, Washer,   
Dryer and any other that may pertain in your situation.) The more information the buyers have right away, the easier 
it is for them to make the move to purchase confidently. 

418. If there are any major repairs needed in the home that will not be completed. Obtain a written estimate from a 
professional to have available for buyers so it removes the guessing game from the equation. If there is no            
documentation, usually the buyers will assume it’s worse than it is. Providing proof gives comfort. 

419. Hire a home inspector to do a thorough home inspection prior to listing your home. You can take care of      
whatever issues you choose to that showed up on the report and make note of what was rectified. You can then 
leave the report on the counter for buyers to review. Providing a home inspection will not guarantee that a buyer 
will not get their own inspection but either way, you are aware of most of the problems before hand and are able to 
better negotiate pricing with potential buyers by taking out the guesswork! 

420. You want to take the time before each showing to make the house look its best, treat every showing as the    
person that WILL be buying your home, how it looks will help them decide the price they are willing to pay. At the 
same time, do not make the showings too inconvenient for the buyers, the quicker they can get in there, the better. 
Home buying is an emotional process, if they look at your house when they are in the “mood”, you’re house will no 
doubt show better than if they go when they weren’t planning on it or didn’t really have the time. Try to let “short 
notice” be the norm and just have a system of how you prepare the house before showings in a quick fashion. 
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421. Turn every light on in the house if possible. Most Realtors should turn on lights as they walk thru the home 
showing their clients (some don’t), when a home has no lights on, it feels cold and uninviting, if you turn 
them all on before you leave, you know for sure that they are seeing your home in its best “light”. 

422.  Remove personal photos from the home. When family pictures are on the wall, it may give the home an 
inviting feel but mostly just for family and friends. Strangers tend to feel like they are imposing on 
someone’s home and have a hard time picturing themselves in the home. Decorative pictures work much 
better for giving the house some flair. 

423. Remove anything from the home that may be “décor” to you but could be controversial to someone else. 
Look at the items you have hanging and remove them if you feel they could potentially make a buyer      
uncomfortable. For instance, a hanging deer head is a prize to one person and offensive to another. You 
don’t want to lose a potential good offer due to decorations. Simply removing the items will not only solve 
that problem but it will also help make the rooms appear more spacious with less on the walls, not to    
mention be easier at moving time when you have less to pack. 

424. If the room is smaller, try larger and fewer items on the wall to make the room appear bigger.  Mirrors also 
give a sense of a larger space when placed on a wall in a small area. 

425. When doing repairs on your home, use Google, YouTube, etc. If there is an “easy” fix or answer to the 
problem, you will definitely find it there. A lot of the time we get stuck thinking there is only one way to fix a 
problem when there could very well be a simple solution out there that we don’t know about. 

426. If you have limited time or limited finances to get your home ready, focus on the 3 most important areas… 
Curb appeal: Includes the front of the home and the foyer… first impressions cannot be changed! The other 
2 areas are “kitchens & bathrooms”… Put your efforts into these two rooms, they are the ones that buyers 
tend to focus mostly on. 

427. Light bulbs may seem like a non-important topic but lighting can change the entire view of the home. Most 
importantly, make sure there are absolutely NO BURNT OUT BULBS! Burnt out bulbs make a home appear 
not cared for, seems silly but it’s a easy fix and will not necessarily make a great impression when they’re 
working but if they are not working, they will most definitely make a bad impression. 

428. The other light bulb issue is “color”. Lightbulbs are a complicated industry with all the new halogens, LED’s 
etc. Do your research on lightbulbs if you feel your home is “industry-like” when all the lights are on or 
“dark and dim” or maybe you have all different bulbs throughout so some rooms are dim and some bright. 
If you feel it’s not giving your home a good welcoming look, then you may need to swap out your lightbulbs 
for a better color. You can do one of 2 things, swap out all bulbs in the house for LED bulbs which are a bit 
expensive but cost very little to run and last for many many years. If you do this, you can use it as a selling 
point and the buyers out there that are energy cautious will like the update. On the other hand, you can 
simply swap out for regular cheap incandescent bulbs (the regular bulbs in the 4 pack) and they will most 
likely be a color of “2700” which has a bit of a “yellow hue”, this does give a warm feeling but can also make 
colors appear differently and can be a bit too dark and dim for some people. The other end of the spectrum 
is florescent bulbs which usually have a very bright color with a “blue hue” and are commonly “5000” for 
their color. 3000-3500 are the middle of the road colors that tend to give off good light but not too much 
and will not change colors as much in the home with yellow or blue tones. If you have a particular room that 
you’re concerned about the lighting, swap out the bulbs to all the same color and stick with the middle of 
the road ones for kitchens and bathrooms, for living rooms, bedrooms and hallways, sometimes the 2700 is 
best because its more dim for those cozy areas.  Ok… that’s all for your lightbulb education for the day… 
there are tons of bulbs available, make sure you have patience if you decide to tackle this project.  
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“Inexpensive” yet “Rewarding” changes/updates to in-
crease your selling power! 

429. Blinds – Blinds are in every room (usually) and can be very inexpensive to purchase. Cheap new blinds are 
better than broken, torn, stained or dirty blinds. Sometimes if the current blinds are not elaborate, its easier 
and more efficient to just swap them out for new ones. It makes the home look newer and cleaner for a small 
price to pay! 

430. Closet organizers – These are available in kits and systems in all different sizes, materials and prices. No 
matter what you use, changing a regular box closet with a rod to a organizer system, you are making a change 
that is desired by most buyers. Plus small closets can be more attractive this way.   

431. Paint – If you paint yourself (use tape–a sloppy paint job is worse than no paint job!) Read tips online for 
how to paint correctly to obtain an appealing outcome. Paint is inexpensive & will give a home a fresh look, 
even if it’s just white. Stick to neutral colors or if you want to spice up a room, choose one wall, usually the  
focal point, to make a “stand out” color (just nothing too bright, dark or crazy!) 

432. Programmable thermostats can be purchased at all different prices, more elaborate ones have touch 
screens, wireless capabilities and added features but also have a heftier price tag. This is something that buyers 
are impressed with and it shows your home as a bit more “modern” when you’ve got the technology in place. 
If you would rather not spend the money on the high end, there are programmable thermostats for fairly    
inexpensive prices that will be an easy upgrade. 

433. Light Fixtures, Cabinet Hardware, Door Knobs & Hinges, and Faucets - These items are all inexpensive and 
fairly easy upgrades that will most likely make you money on your home. These are what make the biggest  
impression with the smallest dollar amount. If your home appears out of date… changing these items will make 
your home appealing to a much larger pool of buyers.  

 

Staging Tricks – Easy and Inexpensive! 

434. Temporary throw pillows – Throw pillows are an excellent tool for staging in living rooms, bedrooms, and 
seating areas throughout your home. If you have throw pillows or old blankets, cover an existing throw pillow 
(or a folded up small blanket, or cut up a large blanket to make numerous throw pillows) with fabric (on sale) 
from a fabric store to make your “new” pillows a different color, new condition and fresh! Use safety pins on 
the backs of the pillows to hold the material (no one is going to see the back) 

435. Valances – If your current window treatments are either non-existent or in tough shape (or faded), pick up 
some fabric and make your own valance across the top of the window and use small nails or pins in the corner 
to secure them. Fold the edges and tape the back to give it the appearance of a hem. This can be a perfect  
accessory to the room if it needs a finished look or a “pop” of color. 

436. Artwork – If you do not have much for décor in the house and need a quick and easy solution, either use 
canvas paintings/pictures that you have, buy blank canvas at a hobby store (Hobby Lobby has all different 
shapes and sizes) or shop the clearance racks for damaged or marked down canvas prints (Gordmans or Hobby 
Lobby seem to have excellent clearance for this project). Purchase scrap material with whatever design and 
color(s) you like and cut to a little larger than the  size of the canvas and place the material over the current 
artwork, pull tight and staple on the back. Walla! You have a new art print! (which potentially perfectly   
matches your throw pillows if you choose to make those out of the same material.)  

437. Pictures – If you have a lot of personal photos hanging throughout your home, instead of taking them down 
and trying to figure out how to redecorate the entire home, just replace the personal photos with pictures you 
find online of various things… Splashes of color to compliment the rest of the rooms décor, decorative patterns 
to match the artwork you already have or are making, scenery photos, animal pictures… use your imagination! 


